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I am delighted to have been asked to write the Foreword for Our Town. Whilst I became
Mayor of the Town of Vincent in 2001, my association with the area has been for much
longer. Having grown up in North Perth, I have first-hand experience of the sense of
community that exists in our inner city suburbs and can vouch for the unsurpassed lifestyle
and atmosphere that makes Vincent the best place to live, work and recreate. From tranquil
parks to bustling shopping and cafe strips, the Town can boast a true cosmopolitan flair that
is reflected in the diversity of our people, buildings and history.
This book is a wonderful tribute to the history of the area and shows its progression through
the ages and the influences of wars, prosperity and the changing demographics of our State.
I hope, like myself, you can look through the book and be reminded of times past and also
be filled with excitement for the good times that lie ahead today and well into the future
as Vincent continues to be the destination of choice and the envy of many. It’s your Town,
let’s celebrate it!

Nick Catania, JP
Mayor
Town of Vincent
16 April 2007
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H yde Park
Hyde Park taken in 1923. Originally known as Boojemooling, then Third Swamp, the area was formally reserved
for public gardens in 1897 and renamed Hyde Park in 1899. JG Braithwaite, the first City Gardener, was responsible
for the establishment of the parklands up to 1936. A causeway was constructed between 1913 and 1915 cutting
the lake in two. The silt was deposited on the two islands raising them 60 centimetres above the water level. In
1916 the western island, which is shown in this photograph, was planted with buffalo grass, palms, shrubs, and
garden beds of roses and pelargoniums. The eastern island was planted with palms, bamboos, pampas grass, shrubs
and trees, creating a sanctuary for the waterfowl.
Photograph courtesy Helen Rollinson

The old people that I talked to said that 50 years before I was born it had been a swamp where the Aborigines
camped. And when the drovers were bringing the stock down from the North, it would be the last place they
would camp before they came into Perth the following morning.
By the time I can first remember it in the 1930s the trees had grown to a pretty mature height. I remember
particularly some palm trees which stuck in my mind because they looked a bit exotic and unusual from what
we were used to. I have a kind of a memory of occasionally my grandfather meeting up with one of his old
cronies there and they would sit and smoke their pipes and put the world right.
4
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“Fletcher’s Folly”
House at 270 Charles Street, North Perth, on the corner of
View Street. It was constructed of wood in 1898 by carpenter
William W Fletcher, and was known as Fletcher’s Folly
because of the wooden tower. He also built several churches
in the area and the pulpit in St Hilda’s Church, North Perth.
In 1917 he began Fletcher’s Transport Company. Goods were
first carried by horse and cart. He started to build truck bodies
and began motorised deliveries around 1927. At the height of
Fletcher’s business there were 30 trucks. The company was
later taken over by Manford’s, which later became Brambles
Manford.
Photograph courtesy Fletcher family

In 1896 they travelled to Perth and Gran told us that she lived in a tent for a short while in North Perth and then
they built their house at 270 Charles Street. It was known as ‘Fletcher’s Folly’ actually. It had an attic and a flag
pole. It was built of timber and it housed seven boys over the years. My Dad was the sixth son. Grandma had
Uncle Sid in 1892 and the last, Uncle Gordon was born in 1913.
6
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Union Football Team, Premiers 1903
The Union Football Team originated from the Union Soap factory, with some members from the nearby Excelsior
Confectionary factory. In 1906 this team was admitted into the “big league” as the East Perth Football Club. Their
home ground was Loton’s Paddock which became officially known as Perth Oval in 1910.
Photograph courtesy Ted Rollinson

How could you not develop interest in Aussie Rules football when Perth Oval was across the road. It was the
home of the “Mighty Royals” or East Perth Football Club. I lived 100 metres from there, and would often sneak
under the fence and watch...sit on the banks and watch these great footballers who became legends in Aussie
Rules football – I loved it.
8
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North Perth, 1902 – a small house for a large family
6 Angove Street, North Perth, in 1902 - residence of the Hahn-Johnson family. The photograph features Rachel
Johnson holding Phemie (the first Johnson baby), Emily and Bob Hahn (children of her first marriage at the age
of 15 to Adolph Hahn, who died in 1899 from pneumonia) and Bob Johnson, a former boarder and her second
husband. Bob was an examiner on the railways and supplemented his wage with bee keeping and selling honey in
the North Perth area. This small house was home to the seven Hahn children and eight Johnson children, and
was typical of many families’ living conditions in this period.
Photograph courtesy Marj Cook

In 1928 my Aunty Mignonette had put down £50 deposit on a new home costing £750 on the corner of Hobart
and London Street to give her parents a permanent home.
It was a two-bedroom house. My grandfather built a dado and put latticework along the back verandah. Grandad
and Grandma slept in the first bedroom. The second bedroom housed two small beds and my Aunty Eva and
my mother slept in that bedroom. The back verandah: my Uncle Roy, Uncle Bill, Uncle Alf and myself slept along
beds on the enclosed verandah. The front verandah had blinds and sometimes someone would sleep there.
10
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Housing in Leederville, 1907
Frank and Nellie Holland with their children Marjorie, baby Harold and David in front of their home at
38 Shafer Street (now Galwey Street), Leederville in 1907.
Frank Holland was the co-founder of the Mount Hawthorn Baptist Church. Marjorie (who later married the Rev.
James Hendry) visited the sick in Royal Perth Hospital from the age of 20 for almost 70 years.
Photograph courtesy Barbara Hendry

Galwey Street used to be called Shafer Street. Then because of the War, Shafer was a German name, it was
changed to Galwey Street. And Shafer Street - the street name - years later my younger brother dropped
something down the drain. He hopped down to get it and pulled out this name of Shafer Street.
12
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Interior Vincent Street home, 1920s
Home interior in the 1920s, featuring linoleum on the walls. Grandma Edgar of Vincent Street is sitting at the
organ, surrounded by paintings by her daughter Nell Asquith.
Photograph courtesy Gordon Hughes

She had a little house down the back of my aunty’s place. A little wooden place and she was self-contained
down there. Grandma was quite comfortable but my uncle passed away and then my aunty was selling the
place up, so we had to bring the house over behind my mother’s place.
We had a carpenter and he took the roof off and sawed the place in halves. Then all the neighbours came and
carried one half across to our place, which was about two blocks away. And then they went over and carried the
other one. In the meantime somebody put some more stumps in and then they joined it together.
Gordon Hughes

14
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Venables Hardware, Oxford Street, Leeederville, 1924
Venables Hardware was a well-known Leederville business at 99-101 Oxford Street from 1919 to 1999. The
business continued through four generations of the family and some of them can be seen in this photograph. On
the left is founder John Risely Venables, his wife Clara is in the shop doorway and their youngest child Ella is on
the right. The Leederville Chamber of Commerce was founded by their son John in 1956.
Photograph courtesy Ron Venables

My grandparents took up residence in Richmond Street, Leederville after their marriage in 1912. In 1919 they
purchased a brick home with an iron roof at 99 Oxford Street, Leederville and remained living there for the rest
of their lives. Very soon after that they also purchased the property next door, which was an electricity substation. My grandfather set up his engineering business in the rear of this building. About 1923 a glass shopfront
and verandah were added to the sub-station and a petrol bowser was installed. Prior to that the petrol was
dispensed from four-gallon drums.
16
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E & W Stephens Coachbuilders and Farriers
The Stephens’ business was established in 1903 at 115 Oxford Street. This was one of the earliest businesses in
the area, with only a butcher and grocer appearing to be close by in 1905. This photograph, taken in 1923, shows
billboards advertising pharmaceutical and other products on vacant land which was used for whippet racing on
Friday nights.
Photograph courtesy Robert Stephens

All vehicles in the first place had chassis but no bodies on them. That’s what these trucks were like. Just the
chassis – there wasn’t a compartment or anywhere for the driver to sit, it was all open. There was just the
engine and a steering wheel and some sort of a seat there for them to drive it out and that’s all. They had to
build the seat and the compartment and everything.
18
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4 Daphne Street, North Perth, 1908
Home of the Summers family. The photograph features Ruby Eames, baby Bonnie Summers, Percy Summers,
Hettie Summers and Winifred Summers with her doll. Hettie lived in this house until she was over 100 years
old.
Photograph courtesy Barbara Hendry

It was a nice street in the sense that it had a fair few ornamental street trees including one which has now
been removed. It was an English oak about half-way down the street and its root had gone underneath the
footpath. As a small boy if you were riding a tricycle along you got a very satisfactory bump over the root that
was memorable. The other thing coming home from school if it looked like rain – you could hear the rain coming
across the iron roofs in Mount Hawthorn so you knew you had a few minutes to get home down the other end
of the street – and, if you failed to make it, the oak gave you a bit of shelter half-way.
20
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Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Department, Leederville
The Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Department
Workshops on the corner of Newcastle and Loftus streets.
Staff photograph taken in 1912 with the horses and carts
which were used for attending emergencies. An artesian bore
in Loftus Street was an important water source in the late 19th
Century. This was upgraded between 1911 and 1912.
Photograph courtesy Dorothy Jenkins

At one time, going down Newcastle Street, my father got his motor bike caught in the tram lines and came
off. He knocked himself unconscious as he hit the road; there were no helmets in the 1920s. He said he
remembered opening his eyes and there were a lot of people around him…he was going into work at the Water
Supply. One of the men came out of the gate and he looked down and he said, ‘Oh, Jesus Christ, that’s Harry
Millward’ and he said, ‘I thought, I had made it to the other side. They’ve just introduced me to Him.’
Dorothy Jenkins

And you had the pumping station there that used to pump the water from that bore in Vincent Street, just past
Reece’s Store – it’s still there, I think, today. It used to pump it from there up into King’s Park.
22
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Union Bakery
HC Moore built the Union Bakery in Lindsay Street, Perth, circa 1895. The family home was built next door at
18-20. (The delivery van is shown parked outside.) There was also a stable across the road. By 1941 it had grown
into one of the largest bakeries in Perth. The business was sold in the late 1950s.
There were numerous bakeries in the area up to the 1960s when many of them were taken over by big companies
like Tip Top. Some well known ones were the City Bakery owned by Harold Baker, De Campo’s in East Perth, and
in North Perth there were the Vastese, Golden, Kuring’s, Peerless and Roman bakeries.
Photograph courtesy Eleanor Jefferies

One of the many jobs my father had to do was to – on hot nights – go down and open all the windows to keep
the dough cool and vice-versa on the cold nights. No air-conditioning in those days.
24
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Moore’s flour
As HC Moore’s bakery business grew he processed and packaged his own self-raising flour,
beginning in a tin shed at the back of the bakery. This later operated under the name of Aero Flour
Company Ltd.
Photograph courtesy Eleanor Jefferies

The flour was why the third storey was put on the bakehouse. The flour used to come in on a big truck and there
was a pulley that came down and the flour was taken right up to the third storey. And the doughs were made up
on the second storey and dropped down a chute. The flour came from up top. And the dough was made in big
bowls, which were taken across and dropped into the chute and dropped down into the machines on the lower
floor and into the ovens. On the opposite side of the ovens, just outside the machine, were all the carts lined up
for the bread to come out and be put in and delivered the next day. And the trucks were there too - the vans.
26
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Anzac Cottage, 38 Kalgoorlie Street, Mount Hawthorn
With a desire to perpetuate the name of “Anzac” in the district, the Mount Hawthorn Progress Association decided to erect
a monument which should take the practical form of a home for a wounded soldier, who took part in the landing, and to
name such monument “Anzac Cottage”.
Souvenir Booklet, 1916

The building of the cottage took place over three weekends. On 29 January 1916 the site was cleared. A grand
procession delivered the building materials to the site on 5 February, and on 12 February the cottage was built
using volunteer labour. Many of the materials were donated or were purchased with donated funds. This was
a monumental community project and Private Porter was the returned soldier who was given the house in a
ceremony on 16 April 1916.
The man in the dark suit watching the building of the cottage is William Alexander Smith, who donated the
‘Cyclone’ fence.
Photograph courtesy Elizabeth Barrett

My grandfather (John Porter) was with the 11th Battalion. They were part of the first wave that actually went
ashore at Gaba Tepe (Gallipoli) on April 25th, 1915 and he was wounded on that day.
Anne Chapple

I always remember hearing my Dad walk down the side path on Anzac Day and Remembrance Day and put the
flag up – which he did religiously. That never went by-the-board, ever.
28
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Our Children
World War I had an impact on the lives of Western Australians in various ways, with many families having men
who fought, some of whom lost their lives. Following the signing of the armistice between the Allies and the
Germans, at 11 am on 11 November 1918 the guns of the Western Front fell silent after more than four years
of continuous warfare. The news reached Australia late that day, and many jubilant celebrations were held on
the 12 November 1918. This photograph shows a spontaneous flag-waving march by children in Vincent Street,
Leederville
Photograph courtesy Olive Campbell

You see the big entertainment for the kids was playing in the street in those days. You didn’t have the traffic
like now. We played football out there, red rover all over and all the kids were out.
Gordon Hughes

There were no cars on the road - a horse and cart came down occasionally. You played most of your sport in the
street. We played our cricket in the middle of the road, and when a horse and cart came down the street – we’d
wait till we finished playing our cricket. We’d ask them to go on the side of the road.
30
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Anzac Road view to L ake Monger, 1929
Dirk Freese aged two at the front gate of their home at 228 Anzac Road, Mount Hawthorn. At that time the
section of Anzac Road from Kalgoorlie Street to Lynton Street was made of timber. Lake Monger can be seen in
the background.
Photograph courtesy Dirk Freese.

The lake was covered with water hyacinths, which was a weed that would float, depending on the westerly
winds. If it was strong it would push the whole lot to the eastern end of the lake and when the easterly winds
came along, it would blow it back to the western side. The Perth City Council was trying to stop the spread of
this growth and they would, with hooks and the aid of horses, bring them onto the shore.
We used to be around and look for the gilgies. There were a lot in the lake at that time. We would get an old big
jam tin and turn it into a billy. Then make a fire somewhere around the back and then we would boil them up
– just like prawns. Oh, they were lovely.
Pelicans – there used to be big flocks of pelicans. They would swim across the lake like an army. It was
wonderful to watch. The bird life has always been good on Lake Monger.
32
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HJ Cartwright’s Suburban Dairy and Ice Works
1-17 Coogee Street, Mount Hawthorn in 1921
Hubert Cartwright established a dairy in Coogee Street around 1911. Under the name of Dairy Queen he sold
milk, cream, butter and small goods. Draft horses used for the deliveries were kept on two vacant blocks across the
road. The business later expanded to include an ice manufacturing works. Cartwright’s remained there for over
40 years, although by 1949 part of the business was leased to Master’s Dairy, which took over the premises at 1-9
Coogee Street, with Cartwright’s Dairy and Ice Works continuing at 11-17 Coogee Street. Cartwrights also ran a
cold storage facility from the premises.
Photograph courtesy Natasha Webster

The lady in the photograph is my great-great grandmother, Grace Selina Cartwright. Standing next to her is
my great-great grandfather, Hubert Joseph Cartwright. The man with the hat holding the reins is someone my
grandmother called ‘Whiskers’ when she was little; he was the night watchman. The little boy sitting next to
him is my great uncle, Mervyn Cartwright. Sitting in front of him with a white shirt and his sleeves rolled up is
my great grandfather, Hubert Alexander Ormand Cartwright.
In the background is the HJ Cartwright Suburban Dairy and Ice Works.
34
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Nurse Harvey’s Hospital at 30 Bulwer Street, Perth
Built originally as a private residence for prominent government dentist William Boxall, Eleanor Harvey ran a
private maternity hospital at these premises from the early 1920s until the early 1940s. Prior to this Miss Harvey
had been involved in the establishment of King Edward Hospital, and was the inaugural Matron there from 1916,
where she also began the first training school for midwifery in Western Australia. It is understood that she resigned
from this position due to family commitments and then began her own private maternity hospital at 30 Bulwer
Street. Eleanor Harvey died in 1943 and the museum at King Edward Memorial Hospital is named ‘Harvey House’
in her honour.
Photograph courtesy R Bracey

I was born on 5th November 1931 and that was at Nurse Harvey’s Hospital at 30 Bulwer Street in Perth. My
parents tell me I started by being spoilt because it was the middle of the Depression and I was the only child
in the hospital at that time. And because it was Guy Fawke’s Day – my father had been at work during the
afternoon when I was born - so he came in the evening and held the baby in his arms and across the road in
Perth Oval there was a fireworks display going on. Between that and having the hospital to myself, my parents
reckoned I began spoiled.
Of course, by 1937 when my brother was born they were a good deal busier than they had been.
36
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Oxford Hotel, 1920s
The Oxford Hotel, on the corner of Oxford Street and Anzac Road, was constructed around 1904. In 1905 the
licensee was Mrs Annie McDonald. There were boarding rooms upstairs, some of which had long term tenants.
These were offered as cheap accommodation for single men into the late 1980s. The building has undergone
renovations many times over the years, with extensive refurbishment occurring after 1999 when Peter Hayes
became the licensee.
Photograph courtesy Peter Hayes

By the hotel, on the footpath, were two wooden doors that would open up and down into the cellar, the kegs
were lowered from the brewery trucks, on a sliding ladder. The kegs would hit onto tyres down below and were
then stacked in the cellar. I can remember that part of it.
Horses and carts they used to start off with. They became brewery trucks eventually. There was a horse trough
on the corner of Oxford Street. The baker had a horse and cart and everybody else who had a horse would use
the trough.
38
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Grocery delivery from Matheson’s grocery shop
Gordon Matheson, outside CJ Matheson’s on the corner of Oxford and Tennyson streets, preparing to make
customer deliveries in the late 1920s.
Charles Matheson built this shop and adjoining house around 1920 and operated from there for many years. His
son, Gordon, took over the business and by the late 1930s also had branches on the corner of Oxford and Carr
streets, 151 North Beach Road (now Scarborough Beach Road) and 433 Charles Street. Hilton Matheson took
over the businesses in 1953 after the death of his father, Gordon. He renovated and moved some of the existing
stores and was one of the first businesses in Leederville to introduce the supermarket, self-service style of shopping.
This led to a boom in business, so that by the time Hilton sold out in 1975 there were 16 shops in the chain.
Photograph courtesy Hilton Matheson

When we first changed into self-service from ordinary counter grocery we decided that we wanted a turnstile.
We went to Venable’s Engineering and they came up in no time with a design for two different ways of making
a turnstile work. The first one I remember they made had just an ordinary ratchet bicycle sprocket welded in
the bottom of it. It went suitably ‘click, click, click’ as everybody walked in and people thought turnstiles were
supposed to do that but they had a thing in the later ones that had a version of a disc brake with the callipers
offset from the centre. That didn’t go ‘click, click, click’ which was rather a shame but it had the advantage that
you couldn’t get it in a position where you could just edge your way in past it.
40
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The ice man
Cartwrights Ice Works in Coogee Street, Mount Hawthorn. Ice makers Bill Sparrow and Alec Houston on the
delivery cart at the rear of the ice works in the late 1930s. Bill Sparrow worked very long hours, from 2 am to 2 pm
as an ice maker, helping out with deliveries when needed.
Photograph courtesy Dorothy Sparrow

You just left the back door open for the ice man to come in and put the ice in the icebox which would be from 4
o’clock in the morning onwards. You didn’t lock your houses anyway in those days. There was nothing in there
for anyone to pinch. If you had a push-bike you were rich. Nobody had motorcars like they have today.
42
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Second-hand furniture
Rowland’s Store at 291 Beaufort Street, Highgate, circa 1921. The owner of the store, Joseph Arundale, worked
for a store called Rowland’s in Yorkshire. On coming to Perth he opened his own second-hand furniture store and
named it Rowland’s in the hope it would bring the success of the English store. Joseph is standing by the horse
trough with his son Arthur.
With only limited resources available many locals shopped in the area’s second-hand stores.
Photograph courtesy Ron Andrews

Mum had gone to Mrs Flanagan – she was wanting a dining room lino - and she said, ‘matter of fact Mrs
Edwards I’ve got a lovely congoleum square that has just come in’. Mum had a look and it was lovely and she
said, ‘I’ll have that’. But there were no deliveries, no men to carry it, no trucks, nothing. So what did we do?
Mum and the little 11 year-old girl went down that night to Mrs Flanagan’s and we carried the roll of lino from
Bruce Street around to Coogee Street. It was all right when we started off but it got heavier and heavier. But
we got there. And what did we do when we got home? Rolled up the old one and in those days you put paper
under your linos. Fresh paper went down on the floor and we put down the congoleum square. We stood back
and Mum said it did look nice. It was a lovely piece. We were very proud of having this - and especially carrying
it home. But that was the kind of thing you did in those days because there wasn’t any other way of getting it
home.
44
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Trams
Tram derailment on the corner of Scarborough Beach Road
and Coogee Street, Mount Hawthorn, July 1925.
Photographs courtesy Enid Rose

There was a double tramline from Perth as far as Coogee
Street, and then it became a single line out to Osborne Park.
When one of these tiny trams – we used to call them ‘dogboxes’ - was coming back from Osborne Park, the points
must have been left locked so it derailed just at that point. It
finished right near a lamp post outside a house on the north-east corner of that junction. Houses in those days
were built very close to the footpath and there was only about a metre of verandah and then the footpath. The
tram finished up so close to this house, it was quite unbelievable.
Enid Rose

There were two lots of trams: there was the little one and the double-bogey tram. They used to both rocket
along. Not rocket along, they used to shake along but the little one used to be worse than the big one. Anyhow
one of these bigger trams came down the hill from Angove Street, over Charles Street and kept on going. That
was the terminus at the North Perth Hotel. It was derailed and it ploughed up the bitumen. It was quite an event
getting it back onto the tramlines again.
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Golden West postcard
The Golden West Aerated Water Company was established by JJ Wallis in 1896. In 1897 he built a large factory
in Carr Street, Leederville where he remained until he retired in 1939. The business was eventually sold to Coca
Cola, and the brand name changed to Guest.
Photograph courtesy Peg Macqueen

When [my grandfather] came from Victoria he built his first factory in 1896 on the corner of James Street and
Fitzgerald Street. In 1907 he built another in Carr Street. It was called Golden West Aerated Water Company
and there was a big sign advertising it on the Lord Street subway for years and years. It went right across the
full length of the subway. Modern! I tell you what - it was the best business in Leederville and the best aerated
water factory in Western Australia!
48
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Interior Golden West factory
Men at work inside the Golden West Aerated Water Company in Carr Street, Leederville. Although the exact
date is unknown, at this point the factory was semi-automated.
Photograph courtesy of Michael Hatzistavridi

The bottling machines were automatically washing, filling, labelling and putting the crown and caps onto
them. They were then stacked into the crates and moved out. For the time it was very automated but not as
sophisticated as when Coca Cola came on board. Yes, I can remember that quite vividly; much more hands-on.
Although automated there were a lot of people still physically doing things.
50
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View of Oxford Street, Leederville, 1938
From the left are the Metro Whippet Club, Leederville Fish Supply (125), Leo’s Fruiterer (127), Marguerite’s
(129), De Banks (131) and Atkin’s (133).
Photograph courtesy Evelyn Kannis

They (Paul and Michael Panegyres) sold both fresh fish and cooked fish and chips. As you entered to the left
was the fresh fish display window. As I understand it, this was the first use of the device of having water
running down the inside of the window to keep a damp and cool appearance to the displayed fish. In those days
refrigeration was fairly limited so chipped ice was packed around the fish in the display but the running water
down the front of the window made it appear cool and fresh.
Peter A Panegyres (son of Paul)

Leo (Panegyres) had the fruit shop. He had it like a market when he first opened. No counter, nothing. Just the
floor space - he became a good businessman.
Georgie Antonas

They used to have whippet racing down behind the Panegyres’ fish and chip shop. They used to bet on it, and
every now and again they would have somebody watching out for Mr Boyd (the policeman) to come for the
illegal betting.
52
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Mount Hawthorn Presbyterian Church at 115 Kalgoorlie Street.
Afternoon tea break during construction circa 1937. The foundation stone for the Mount Hawthorn Presbyterian
Church was laid in April 1937 and the church opened in February 1938. It is a single storey church constructed
of concrete blocks, with a gabled roof and a gabled entrance porch. In 1977 the Presbyterian, Congregational
and Methodist parishes amalgamated to form the Uniting Church, resulting in it becoming the Mount Hawthorn
Uniting Church.
Photograph courtesy Dirk Freese

The Presbyterian Church in Mount Hawthorn first started in the kindergarten in Woodstock Street. This was
part of an outreach from the North Perth congregation. The ladies used to meet weekly for an afternoon and
would make bricks for the proposed Presbyterian Church in Kalgoorlie Street. This went on for years. It must
have been a very pleasant thing for these girls to faithfully work making pressed cement bricks. They sought
whatever community help they could get to build it. My father was asked if he could help with some carpentry
work. I recall helping him put in the windows and he hung the front doors.
Dirk Freese

The church was the centre of your community. We went to St Peter’s Anglican Church in Flinders Street. In the
same street, on the corner of Scarborough Beach Road, was a little wooden church, the Congregational Church.
This is the one that Hazel Masterson (later Hawke) attended. And further down in Edinboro Street there was a
Baptist Church. Your church was a big part of your life in the ’30s and ’40s but after that it faded away.
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The Home Front – World War II
World War II affected many families. These photographs of the Seery family, who lived opposite Hyde Park, in
Glendower Street, were taken in 1942. Norm Seery is in his ARP (Air Raid Precautions) warden’s uniform, with
the bag containing his gas mask around his neck. Colin Seery (in uniform), and his sister Pat are in Hyde Park,
with William Street behind.
Photographs courtesy Patricia Delfs

They used to have an active Dad’s Army. They used to call themselves the VDC – the Volunteer Defence Corps
– and the ARP – Air Raid Precautions. On one Sunday morning they had an exercise up on the corner of Selkirk
Street and Charles Street. During the week they had dug a big hole and they had an old chip bath heater. They
put that down the hole and they were going to de-louse it.
They also used to march around on Sunday morning with brooms to simulate carrying rifles. Some of them did
have rifles but those that didn’t would carry a broom. The idea was that you would go out and join them. So they
might start off with 10 and finish up with 30. I remember this day because Mr Clayton had the store between
Hobart Street and Fairfield Street. He was marching along and he still had his white apron on. He just came out
of the shop and off he went.
John Gratwick

Aunty Lilly (Lilly Louisa Jane Croxford) was the Secretary of the Mount Hawthorn Red Cross over many years
– right through the War. They did a lot of wonderful work, making clothes and all the necessary things that the
troops would need. They were commended by the people that they did the work for.
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Bicycles
Dorothy and Ray Bennett with Jock Carr of Rae Street, Leederville, ‘hanging out’ on their prized bikes during the
World War II years. Alf and Violet Bennett bought 16 Rae Street in 1923 and the home is still in the family.
There were many shortages during the War with both materials (including bicycles and bicycle tyres) and food. In
the case of the latter, ration tickets were issued for staples such as tea, sugar and butter.
Photograph courtesy Heather Bennett

My father wouldn’t even let me touch his racing bike. If I touched it I was dead. And for my whole time when
I was a youngster he never even thought of buying me a pushbike. I never got my first pushbike until I started
work and bought it myself for 2/6d a week.
Harold Lee

I can remember Sunday mornings were Heaven for us because the vehicles stopped running (in Oxford Street)
and the trams and trolley buses were fairly rare. So we could get out on our bikes and we would zigzag down
the road and across the tracks of the trams.
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Chinese market gardens
Chinese market gardens were to be found in many parts of the Town in the first half of the 20th Century. Many
developed around the swamp areas which were gradually reclaimed for housing. The Chinese gardeners were
usually single men who would return to China after several years.
This photograph from 1947 is possibly of Wing On delivering in Mount Lawley with locals Clayton Brennan and
his friend Craig being given a ride.
Photograph courtesy Len Brennan

Wing On had this cart. It had large wheels. It was black and was rather an imposing sort of cart. I am not quite
sure whether the black hood folded back, but Wing On appeared to be a very old man, as I remember him, and
his horse was equally ancient and decrepit. He never hurried the horse. The horse just plodded along, one step
after the other and in later years it appeared that it had great trouble getting up the Charles Street hill from the
markets. It would get to the top of the hill and have a little rest and then the cart would roll down and push it
home. But it would always stop and have a drink at the horse trough and then Wing On would say, ‘gi-up’ and
the horse would sort of go ‘plod, plod’ and the cart would go ‘bump, bump’.
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Peter Panegyres and football
Peter Panegyres in the front garden of his home at 299 Vincent Street, showing the mixed business shop next door,
circa 1949. Leederville Oval was just opposite and Peter watched the players training from an early age and went
on to play football for West Perth from 1965 to 1972.
Photograph courtesy Peter Panegyres

I loved the football and I was fortunate because West Perth trained at Leederville Oval, which was right
opposite my home. I used to go as often as I could to watch the training. Dave Shepherd, the property man,
befriended me. (The property man looked after the jumpers, shorts, socks, etc. for the team and ensured that
they were ready for the game at the weekend. He also prepared drinks and oranges for the players at half and
three quarter time). Dave always took me onto the oval where we would have a kick and practice other skills,
such as marking, handball and goal kicking. I think that practice stood me in good stead later on, because under
pressure I could perform these skills easily. So I think that Dave Shepherd, who encouraged me and looked
after me, did me a great service.
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The local shop
Local ‘mixed business’ shops were established on many suburban streets. Most residents would not have had to
walk far to their local shop for their basic food supplies. These photographs, taken in 1949, show a mixed business
store at 363 Oxford Street, Leederville. This was run by Lora and Frances Canestrini, who can be seen inside the
shop, next to the scales used for weighing the fruit and vegetables. Following her marriage, Lora ran it with her
husband Jo Dellacqua until 1951.
Photographs courtesy Lora Dellacqua

It had a counter this side, a fridge that side and the groceries on that side, which we had to close up at six
o’clock. We had to put the screen up with a lock and key for the inspector. He would come around to see that
no groceries were sold after six. Perishables yes – bread, milk, all the fruit and vegies.
We were open from eight o’clock in the morning till eight o’clock at night and if we thought there was a show on
we would stop at nine o’clock, half-past nine if we thought there were customers around. We had no set times.
Our best day was really Sunday – from the church (St Mary’s). We shut the shop for two hours on Sunday.
Lora Dellacqua

Mrs Donnelly (shopkeeper on the corner of Mabel and Norham streets, North Perth) was very good to Mum,
because we had always been good customers in the good times, I suppose. She did have to book up quite a bit,
but we paid her back as we went out to work and earned money. We paid back so much a week. We wouldn’t
deliberately go over, but if you were short of something she would book it up.
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The back yard
Back yard of 236 Bulwer Street, Perth in the 1950s, with the bathroom on the left, laundry in the centre (with
an old copper) and “dunny” in the back corner. The high wall behind is Kuring’s North Perth bakery, which later
became Tip Top.
Photographs courtesy John Mangan

You went down six wooden stairs, down to our backyard, and the toilet was part of the back fence. It had been
a night cart type of thing but when we moved in it was with a flush. You pressed a button but it was still in the
backyard.
The laundry was only a lean-to with a copper and two concrete wash troughs. When I was married and living
with my mother and I had my first two children, it was a matter of soaking the baby’s things first, then putting
them in the copper and boiling. I never had a washing machine for about eight years.
Elsie Florance

We had a cockatoo – a Major Mitchell. He was always well fed but he was a bit nasty. My sister would go down
the back to the toilet which was outside in those days, or any of us, but mostly he seemed to find her for some
reason. He would wiggle his way out of the cage. One day I remember her screaming out, ‘Mum! Dad!’ We
went out to investigate and she was standing on the toilet seat up high and Cocky, he was strutting up and
down out the front. Then he would turn around and come back again the other way – just to say, ‘gee I have
got you where I want you now’.
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Saturday afternoon in Oxford Street, 1952
The New Oxford Theatre on the corner of Oxford and Vincent streets with a long line of Guy buses parked
opposite, waiting for the football crowd to come out of Leederville Oval. This would have been a common sight
outside of the Leederville Post Office and Leederville School on a Saturday afternoon.
Photograph courtesy Henk Giele

We would go to pictures at the Luna Theatre (New Oxford) every Saturday afternoon and if it was your birthday
you let them know and they would give you an ice cream cake. We used to go to the pictures down there – walk
down, you know, and walk back. We were only little kids.
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Brownes Dairy
In 1915 Edward Browne began Brownes Dairy in Charles Street, North Perth. The business expanded over the
years. In the 1930s ice-cream and butter were produced. A new factory with a state-of-the-art pasteurisation and
bottling plant was built in 1949, making Brownes a leader in the State. In 1970 a new factory was added on the
south side of Kadina Street for the production of cottage and fetta cheeses, yogurt, sour cream and classic dessert.
Milk cartons were introduced in 1974 and milk was put into glass bottles for the last time in 1976. Production
ceased at this factory in 1998 when it moved to Balcatta.
Photograph courtesy Peters & Brownes

Well, I remember it when I was about nine years old. It was just a small shed and opposite Brownes there was
a big house - Mr and Mrs Browne lived there.
When I went [to work there] they were making cheese and yoghurt and milk. There were people that used to
sit there and see the bottles going by in case there was a cracked one or a dirty one. And then they used to fill
the bottles up. I just worked in the yoghurt room and in the cheese.
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Oxford Street shops, 1951
View of Oxford Street in October 1951. On the left is Bridgman’s manchester and clothing shop (143), then Dev’s
Handy Foods (145) owned by Don Devenish, and then RM Stanmore’s bicycle shop. The shop following on from
these on the corner of Oxford and Vincent streets was Miss Brennan’s drapery store.
Photograph courtesy Henk Giele

The shop had a bakehouse – that was part of it. So we made all our own cakes, pies, pasties – that sort of thing
and everything was made on the premises. Other than that it was general smallgoods – ice creams, cool drinks,
a few odd groceries but not very much. It didn’t open Sundays.
I did the cooking. Well my father did as well for a while - he helped but he didn’t regard himself as a pastry cook.
I did a sort of very quick apprenticeship when I left school. In Oxford Street it was my job to get there and open
up the bakehouse, light the fires and start things off, getting ready for the cooking. My mother would help when
she came along, icing the cakes and things like that and the finishing off part of it.
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Temporary accommodation for migrants
Wooden crates used to ship the Giele family’s belongings from Holland were utilized for temporary sleeping
accommodation behind their shop at 145 Oxford Street, Leederville in 1951. Tini Hendriks (nee Giele) is standing
inside the crate that she shared with her sister.
Photographs courtesy Tini Hendriks

When the family first arrived (from Holland) we lived behind the shop in Leederville in the crates in which they
brought their furniture. There were three crates, with Mum and Dad in one, my brother and I in the middle and
my two sisters in the next one.
They were about two metres by a metre and a half and maybe three metres deep - just enough for a bed and
a bit of room to get in there.
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Butcher’s shop, 1950
Cyril Smith bought his butcher’s shop at 153 Scarborough Beach Road in 1950 at the age of 22. It had previously
been run by Tom Edwards. Cyril started butchering at the age of 14½ for £1.9.7d. His hours were from 6 am to
6 pm, five days a week and Saturday it was from 4 o’clock in the morning until around 2 o’clock. He worked in
the shop until his retirement in 1987.
Photograph courtesy Cyril Smith

Besides having the butcher shop, I had a rabbit exporting business. We used to knock off at 6 o’clock in the shop
and go down to Bridgetown. We were bringing back 6,000 rabbits a day, seven days a week. We distributed
them all to the metropolitan area from our depot which we had at Cartwright’s Ice Works in Coogee Street. We
had cool rooms there and skinning rooms. I had about six men skinning the rabbits and packing them. And what
we couldn’t sell locally, we were exporting to England.
Of course, in those days too, that was in the ’50s – the Korean War was on and the soldiers’ hats were made
out of rabbit fur. And they had to have their gloves and their mittens and their balaclavas for being in the snow
up there, so the rabbit skins were a prize thing to get.
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Telegraph messenger boy
Telegraph messenger boy, Les Beckham, at the rear of Leederville Post Office in the early 1950s. The Leederville
Post Office was built in 1897 on the corner of Oxford and Vincent streets, Leederville. It served the Leederville
community for over one hundred years until its closure in 1998 when a new post office was built nearby in Vincent
Street to accommodate the changing services that post offices now offer.
Photograph courtesy Les Beckham

My first job was a telegraph messenger with the PMG Department at Leederville, at the old Leederville Post
Office. I was there for a couple of years and our territory was quite enormous. It covered over to North Perth,
part of West Perth, Leederville, Mount Hawthorn, Joondanna, Glendalough and part of Osborne Park. We used
to ride the bicycles all over the place delivering telegrams.
Les Beckham

I used to love being on a bike, so (being a telegraph boy) wasn’t hard work. It was strenuous because obviously
Leederville is quite a hilly little place and so you had to pump yourself sometimes to get around the place but
no, it was enjoyable. And you were meeting a lot of people.
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Beatty Park diving pool under construction, 1962
The Beatty Park Aquatic Centre was the first purpose-built aquatic centre in Western Australia for international
competition. Officially opened to the public on 4 December 1962, it housed an eight-lane Olympic pool, children
and learners’ pool, a diving pool and seating for 5,500 people. The centre played a prominent role in the development
of swimming and swimming education in Western Australia.
Photograph courtesy Joyce Spence

Where there was a need for a voice, the Chamber of Commerce would act. The major role was in getting the
Beatty Park Pool for the Leederville area for the 1962 Empire Games. My father was on an Empire Games
committee and he really pushed for the pool to be located in Leederville. The (Perth City) Council wanted it to
be in King’s Park but eventually Leederville was rewarded with the pool.
Ron Venables

Beatty Park was not opened until 1962 for the Commonwealth Games and I did probably the first lot of
underwater photography in the main pool. In the main pool they have also got an underwater room where press
photographers and everybody can get in and take pictures of the people diving in the tank.
These press photographers – stills and TV men - were all down there in this room, you see, with their cameras
shooting, and I was in the pool with an underwater camera. I’d get photographs of them taking photographs
with their above-water cameras of the divers coming down off the high dive.
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VIIth British Empire and Commonwealth Games
The VIIth British Empire and Commonwealth Games, which were held in Perth in 1962, were a major event in
Western Australia. Venues constructed in the Town were the Beatty Park Aquatic Centre and the Velodrome.
Volunteer drivers were employed to provide transport for officials between venues. They wore a blue uniform with
yellow trim. The cars featured a blue number plate with the Games crest and fleet number in yellow.
Photograph courtesy Grace Maier

In 1962 I successfully applied for the Assistant Manager’s job at Beatty Park. Our first day of actual operation for
the Games was November 22nd, 1962. I remember it vividly because it came in at an old fashioned 100 degrees.
It was stinking hot and we had the first day of the Games on with full houses with everything fully booked. We
had 6,000 spectators all day during the first day of the swimming competition.
Rod Hounslow

Well I was lucky. I went every night to the Velodrome for the cycling, I was there every day for the athletics and
every day for the swimming. My job was to give these young kids the Coke to go up and sell but in reality I just
got absorbed into all the events. I just loved it – it was fantastic watching Dawn Fraser and Murray Rose for
Australia at the swimming and Brian Phelps, he was an English diver. I had never seen high diving before.
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Demise of the trams
Ceremony to mark the last day of the trams to North Perth, with marching girls outside the North Perth Shopping
Centre, 1 February 1958. The number 22 tram from North Perth was immediately replaced by the number 22
bus.
With the formation of the Metropolitan Transport Trust in 1957, it was determined that all tram services would
cease operation by June 1958 but the last tram run was actually delayed until 19 July. Their aim was to replace
electric transport with diesel buses (which could be operated by one person), although the trolleybuses were not
phased out until 1969.
Photograph courtesy Ric Francis

The tram service was about every eight minutes and it was supposed to be a bit more frequent at rush hours.
As no doubt everyone tells you, people on the 22 line felt discriminated against because we got the little cars
– the rattlers – and the ‘silver tails’ up in Mount Lawley and Inglewood on the 18 and 19 routes, they got the big
trams. One or two of the big trams even had leather seats. The trouble with the little trams was that during the
War because of the danger of flying glass, they took the windows out of them. So they were draughty as well
as a bit noisy. You could pull the blind down but it was still quite a bit exciting.
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